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Hi
– thanks for your email this morning. The attached spreadsheet lists is all the feature films showing at
this year’s festival which do not have a certificate from the British Board of Film Classification as they have not had a
full release in this country. All the certification advice below is made by programmers who have watched and
selected the films and is based on the BBFC guidelines, whenever in doubt we have erred on the side of caution and
recommended the higher certificate. The festival audience is almost entirely an adult audience and most films are
aimed exclusively at adults in theme, even if there is no specific content which would generate an adult certificate. If
the committee decide we need to make all these films for over 18s only, we can accommodate that and I can
confirm that none of the films have any extreme content which would require an R18 certificate.
There are two exceptions which are both family films for which we would really need to have PG ratings. One is the
Japanese animation White Snake. We do actually have a link to watch the film below but please keep this
confidential:

The other film is Kes: Reimagined, which is a film version of a stage show adaptation of the film Kes from the book A
Kestrel for a Knave. This film is still in post‐production and we are awaiting a preview version of the film from the
filmmakers but I will send this too as soon as it arrives.
The schedule is not completely confirmed for exact dates and times but we can give you that information later on if
required. All films screen between 6th and 21st November and our venues are Leeds Town Hall, the Hyde Park Picture
House, Vue Light and Everyman Cinemas, the Belgrave Music Hall, all of which are fully licensed to show films.
Please let me know if you require any further information.
Many thanks,

Leeds Film, Leeds City Council, Leeds Town Hall, The Headrow, Leeds, LS1 3AD, UK +44 (0)113 378 5999
33rd Leeds International Film Festival, 6‐21 November 2019
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